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‘ This invention relates to an improved sleeve or 
protective. tubular construction adapted espe 
cially for boiler superheater installations, wherein 
it is desirable, while the unit is in active opera 

5 tion, to clear portions at least of the exterior of 
the tubes of soot and similar. accumulations. 
Theidii?culty of doing this with anordinary ex 
ternally-applied soot blower mechanism is the 
tendency to rapid burning out, and similar met 
allurgical impairment of the soot blower tubes 
if alone and unprotected, due to ‘the intense 
heat which the generation of superheated steam 
involves, or‘ to the intense heat prevailing about 
the tubes. ' 

So far as I am aware, theonly method of 
cleaning the exterior surfaces of boiler super 
heater tubes now known or practiced involves 
the temporary insertion between and among the 
tubes of a hand-operated or “lance” terminal of 
a blower pipe-connected with a ‘suitable air or 
steam source. By‘the use of my improved or 
ganization of parts I am enabled to partake of 
all the advantages attendant upon the main 
tenance of the tube surfaces relatively clear from 
soot accumulations, while‘ at the same time af 
fording adequate protection to'the soot blower 
parts as such, except of course the exposed noz 
zle, which can be prepared from adequately hard 
or specially treated metal accordingly. 
In the drawings: ' 
Figure l is a partly broken-away perspective of 

the simplest form of my invention, wherein the 
blower pipe, whose protection from the super 
heating conditions to which the superheater 
pipes ‘themselves are purposely exposed, is 
spac‘edly supported within the tube, either by 
plain brackets or spiders which project radially 
at suitable intervals, or by the radial nozzle pro 
,‘lections, through whose terminals air or steam 

40 is blown upon the exterior surface of the super 
heater tubes. ' - 

Figure 2 is a cross sectional view of the con 
struction shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a similar cross-sectional View, 

45 whose purpose is to suggest the possible terminal 
support of the superheater tubes by means of 
plain spider members located at or adjacent the 
ends of such tubes which lead into headers. 
Figure 4 is a side elevational view partly in 
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for the pipe. 
Figure 5 is a partly broken-away perspective 

showing a modi?cation from the construction 
_ shown in Figures 1 to 4 inclusive, in that a series 

of cooling-?uid pipes is located about the central 

section, further bringing out this spider support 

blower'tube in the annular space between it and 
the superheater tube wall. 
Figure 6 is a cross sectional view of the modi 

?ed form of construction shown in Figure 5. 
Figure '7 is a fragmentary sectional elevation so 

taken along‘ the line 7-7 of Figure 6 and looking 
crosswise of the tube, designed to bring out still 
further the relation of the blower tube and noz 
zle to the other elements. ~ 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary side elevational 35 
view, partly in section, showing a still further 
modi?cation of the blower nozzle construction 
and its connection with the central blower tube. 

Figure 9 is a cross sectional view of‘the con 
struction shown in Figure 8, taken along the 70 
line 9-9 thereof. 

Referring ?rst to the form of construction il 
lustrated in Figures 1 and 2, A indicates a super 
heater pipe or tube of any desired form which 
is designed to be exposed to such high degrees 75 
of heat incident to its use that no permanent 
blower tube installation for effecting the pneu 
matically or steam~induced cleansing of the 
outer walls thereof can be thought of, for the 
reason that such tubes would quickly warp and go 
deteriorate because of the heat. The present 
tendency in superheater installations toward lo 
cating the several tubes directly in the heat path 
renders the degree and probability of rapid soot 
accumulation upon the outer surface thereof 85 
such that unless they be frequently and ade 
quately cleaned, a pronounced impairment of 
their operative efliciency results. As already 
stated, this cleaning can be to a degree and 
rather, inconveniently effected by the temporary 9o 
insertion of hand-held blower nozzles; and it is 
the purpose of this invention to, offer such an 
organization of parts as will permit the perma 
nent and continuingly-operative presence of an 
adequate blower system, which is protected from 95 
direct access to it of the heat conditions to which 
the boiler superheater tubes are subjected. 
To this end I position within the several super- ' 

heater tubes A a blower tube 13, which is prefera 
xbly, though not necessarily, held about central- 1“ 
1y thereof either by suitable supports as spider 
members at the ends thereof, as shown at B’ 
in Figure 3, where the superheater tubes con 
nect with the headers, or by means of the gen 
erally radial take-off branches C, which, passing 101 
through the walls of the superheater tubes have 
their ends D formed as blower nozzles, through 
which a cleansing stream of air or steam can 
be directed upon the superheater tube surface. 
These blower nozzles may extend at selected in- 11( 
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2 
tervals all in the same radial direction toward the 
outside of the superheater tube A, in which case 
an accordingly limited portion of the tube would 
be cleansed by the blasts therefrom, or they may 
extend in radially different directions, as brought 
out in Figures 2 and 3, thus cross-sectionally of 
the entire pipe and tube length as such in effect 
functioning as a spider, which indeed the show 
ing in Figure 2 suggests. Since, however, in 
some superheater installations it is not necessary 
that the blower tube B be maintained with any 
exactness in the center of the tube A, I have 
shown cross-sectionally in Figure 3 a superheater 
tube and a contained blower tube, which, except 
for the radially outward extent of such nozzles 
as may be used, need not necessarily result in 
the presence of such spacing or spider members, 
except near the ends of the blower pipes‘, where 
they emerge into the headers. This would some 
times result in the blower tube being not exactly 
centrally located within the superheater tube 
if the length of any superheater tube between 
headers were not perfectly straight, so that if 
no centrally-spacing spider were employed, the 
superheater tube walls and the included blower 
tube walls would touch at one or more points. 
This construction would not, I believe, function 
as efficiently as a more nearly centrally-spaced 
blower tube installation does, but under some 
circumstances could be used entirely satisfacto 
rily, the main objection to such an arrangement 
being the operative requirement that the inner 
tube be rigidly held within the outer tube so that 
it will not vibrate or rattle under the in?uence 
of gases rapidly passing therethroug‘n. 
In any event and as to any of the forms of 

construction herein dealt with, the blower nozzle 
itself and'particularly its exposed terminal being 
preferably made of steel, can reasonably be ex 
pected to withstand the high heat conditions to 
which that part which extends outside of the 
superheater tube wall is subjected. ' 

In the form of construction illustrated in 
Figures 5 to 8 inclusively, in place of the 
aerially-protected positioning of the blower tube 
within the superheater tube, I position at spaced 
intervals, each extending lengthwise of the 
superheater tube A’, a plurality of ?uid-con 
ducting tubes, as E, the peripheral portion of 
each of which is preferably welded, as at E’, to 
the interior surface of the shell or superheater 
tube A’, so that for all purposes of thermal in 
terconduction the several ?uid-conducting tubes 

‘ E and the outer or superheater tube A’ are 
unitary. Through these tubes E columns of 
cooling ?uid may be passed, which will exert 
their in?uence by mural conduction upon the 
steam which passes through those portions of 
the spaces within the shell A’, as F, which, sur 
rounding the centrally positioned blower tube 

a B’, space the several tubes E from one another. 
'01‘ this condition may be reversed, steam passing 
through the tubes E and the cooling ?uid 
through the spaces F. 
As in the case of the construction shown in 

Figures 1 to 4 inclusive, there extend radially at 
desired intervals, from the central blower tube 
B’, a series of take-oil branches C’ whose nozzles 
D"are located just outside of and in operative 
relation to the exterior surface of the super 
heater tube A, thus, similarly to the construction 
shown particularly in Figure 1, serving to effec 
tively clear the exterior surface of the latter, 
while the blower tube B’ is adequately protected 

1,980,782 
against the direct access of the superheater 
in?uence. 

If the smaller tube elements E be made to 
serve as the containers for cooling columns, their 
welded attachment to the inner surface of the 
outer shell A of course results in the absorption 
by them and their contained water column of a 
certain proportion of heat units transmitted 
thereto through the outer wall along the lines 
of welding, and in turn-the heat units thus 
absorbed by these tubes E and their contained 
water columns are conductively transmitted to 
the steam in the adjacent alternated surfaces F. 
If, on the other hand, the tubes E be made to 
serve as steam-conducting elements with the 
spaces F serving as media for the passage of a 
‘cooling ?uid, the wall spaces L_ of the super 
heater tube A located between the lines of weld 
ing serve to transmit to the cooling columns the 
heat units to which these several sections are 
subjected from without, but not su?iciently to 
impair to an objectionable degree the cooling 
in?uence exerted upon the steam in the tubes‘ 
E, due to the fact that, except along their lines 
of welding, they are surrounded by these cooling 
columns. And in any event the interiorly located 
blower pipe B’ is prevented from attaining any 
thing like a distorting or similarly impairing 
temperature, regardless of the degree of heat 
which may be prevailing about the outside of the 
superheater tube A’. A spacing wire J is shown 
wrapped about the blower tube B’ and engaging 
vboth it and the tubes E, thus positively position 
ing the blower tube and preventing rattling. 
The modi?ed forms of construction illustrated 

in Figures 6, 7, and 8, while partaking of the 
protective and operative features already dis 
cussed, are designed to counteract the effect of a 
tendency toward “creeping" of one pipe, as for 
example, the superheater tube A’ relatively to 
the blower pipe B’, or vice versa, under the in 
?uence of heat, which in the case of long tube 
assemblies, and where relatively short take-01f 
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blower branches C are employed to conduct the - 
steam or air to the exterior nozzle portions H, 
might result in a shearing oif of the latter. In 
this modi?ed construction I arrange the relative 
cross-sectional size and spacing of the several 
tubes, superheater A’, cooling E1, and blower B’, 
so that there is normally left between the cool 
ing tubes, as E‘, and the blower tube, as B’, a 
space sufficient to permit the positioning there 
between of a plurality of coiled take-off 
branches, as G, the inner end of each of which 
is welded, as at G“, in an aperture in the wall of 
the blower pipe 3’. The radial part, as D3 of 
each take-o? tube, being immobile relatively to 
the superheater wall A2 by reason of its extent 
therethrough, cannot, of course, move axially 
lengthwise of the superheater tube under the ex 
pansive in?uence of heat, but such movement of 
the outer tube wall is rendered harmless to the 
take-o?.’ tubes’ by the spiral winding of the latter. 
At selected points along the spirally-wound por 
tions of the take-off pipes G, preferably near the 
point where their radially extending portions 
begin, the outer surface of each is' welded to cer 
tain ones, or, if desired, all, of the cooler pipes 
E2 as indicated at G’, thus permitting length 
wise movement with these latter without danger 
of shearing the radial portions D3, which ?xedly 
extend through the superheater tube wall A’, due 
to the resiliency of the wound-about portion of 
the take-o? tube G. Whether this construction 
be used, and if used, what length of spiraling is 
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More _. 
necessary, isz-of course dependent ‘upon-the .ex 
pected-degreejof- heat, conditions ,-to which‘ the 
apparatuslis designed. to begsubj'ected.~a,;_m. r 
In any of the forms, however, it will‘zbernoted 

that; .except- as @to .ethe ‘hardened nozzle :D, the 
entire blower system iszfprotected "from-access of 
an impairing degree oftheaty-anditha't this ‘:may 
bes'built in asa permanent‘v part’ ‘of i the super 
heater installation to‘be supplied as ‘desired with 
air or steam ‘froma suitable‘ external-source‘the 
flow from which mayv be-regulated' ‘as-desired iby 

intermediate'valves; '- - 13'" "what-Iclaim‘im“ - - .1-"-'-~1 1-11. A superheater tube construction adapted'to 

conduce to-the pneumatic cleansing of its ex-‘i 
posed exterior vsurface, comprising in "combina' 
tion' a plurality ‘of is'pac'e'dly disposed ?uid-con 
ducting elements positioned in substantially ax 
ial parallelism about a common center, an ex 
terior heat-receiving wall with corresponding ad— 
jacent portions of which the several ?uid con 
ducting elements are intimately united, a cen 
tral steam-conducting tube about which said 
?uid-conducting elements are spacedly posi 
tioned, and radially projecting blower jet exten 
sions from said steam-conducting tube having 
exteriorly extending discharge nozzles positioned 

‘ to direct cleaning ?uid upon tube surface por 
tions adjacent the nozzles. 

2. A combined superheater and blower tube 
construction, comprising a centrally positioned 
tube connectible with an external ?uid pressure 
source, radially extending branches projecting 
at intervals therefrom, the ends of said branches 
being connected to! blower nozzles, a heat-ex 
posed outer tubular wall positioned spacedly 
about said central tube and through which the 
nozzled ends of said radial branches extend, and 
are provided with jet apertures through which 
a cleansing ?uid blast may be discharged, and a 
plurality of ?uid-conducting tubes arranged 
within the outer wall and outside said centrally 
positioned tube, each being intimately united 
with an adjacent interior‘ surface portion of the 
tubular wall, whereby heat interchange between 
them is aided, said ?uid-conducting tubes and 
said tubular wall in turn protecting the centrally 

_, positioned tube against heat impairment. 
3. A protective construction for soot blower 

elements, comprising, in combination with a ?uid 
conduit pipe, an enclosing shell adapted for 
direct exposure to heating in?uence, a plurality 

. of parallel extending tubes spacedly arranged 
about said conduit pipe and similarly within said 
enclosing shell, each being in intimate contact 
with the interior surface thereof, and nozzle out 
let elements leading atspaced intervals from 
said conduit pipe to the exterior of said enclos 
ing shell in position to direct soot-removing 
jets upon the adjacent surface thereof. 

4. In combination with an enclosing shell 
adapted to be directly exposed to heating in 

.;-,j ?uence, a plurality of ?uid-conducting pipes 
65 structurally united with the interior surface of 

said enclosing shell in spaced relation to one 
another, and a '?uid conduit pipe positioned 
within the space surrounded by said ?uid-con 

-' ducting pipes, said ?uid conduit pipe being pro 
vided with radially extending blower jets ex 
tending from the exterior of said enclosing shell 
and positioned to direct cleansing ?uid upon 

1 tube surface portions adjacent the nozzles. 
5. The combination, with a pneumatic conduit 

tube provided with spacedly disposed radiallyv 

attending- aiziaaraaas;;1iatat ‘than; 
construction:v therefor ‘adapted to. servex'as' well 
as superheater 'zu-nits, . comprisingri'anr. outergsshell 
adaptedIto-be exposedto'direct heatingiin?uénce 1‘ 
within which ‘said » pneumatic --iconcluit:>-i tube-‘1* is 
spacedly . positioned ‘and through whose lrwall {said 
nozzle-terminals extend, and a} plenum-canard: 
conducting tubes'fpositioned='=within said ‘outer 
shellfin spaced‘irela't'ion to one anotherr-andato 
said‘pr'feumatic conduit Ftub'e, said ?uid-'con'du'ct-i 
ing tubes having '-' those‘ 'lengthwise-_'-porti'ohs- or 
their‘: walls adjacent‘ the interior surface "45! a said 
outer" shell ‘l welded thereto for‘ facilitating-tithe 

and that Ont-he intervening'sp ‘es within said 

entail-Shell." 6. In combinationi-wit'hfamouter shell exposed 
to direct heating in?uence, a plurality of fluid 
conducting tubes arranged in spaced relation 
from one another about the interior surface of 
said outer shell, being welded thereto along their 

interchange oflheat'luniits b‘etweenth'e'incohtents a 

several lines of contact therewith, a ?uid conduit ' 
tube positioned within said outer shell in sub 
stantially coaxial relation thereto and within the 
positions of the several ?uid-conducting tubes. 
and outwardly extending nozzle members lead 
ing at spaced intervals from said ?uid conduit 
tube through said outer shell to positions of 
potential blowing in?uence upon adjacent sur 
face portions. 

7. In a combined blower and superheater tube 
construction, in combination with a pair of 
spacedly inter?tted tubes, the inner one of which 
is connectible with an external source of ?uid 
and the outer one of which is adapted to be ex 
posed to heating in?uence, a plurality of blower 
nozzles extending from connection with selected 
points along said inner tube and through the 

fit 

walls of said outer tube, the adjacent exterior 
surface portions of which latter are within the 
range of cleansing blasts directed upon them by 
said nozzles, the inner ends of which, adjacent 
their several points of connection with said inner 
tube are helically disposed thereabout to permit 
thermally induced relative movement of said 
inner tube and said outer tube non-injuriously 
of the inner tube positioning joints afforded by 
the extent of said nozzles through the walls of 
the outer tube. 

8. In combination with an outer tube adapted 
for exposure to superheating in?uence, an in 
ner tube positioned spacedly therewithin and 
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connectible at one of its ends with an external ‘ 
source of ?uid pressure, a plurality of ?uid 
conducting tubes located within said outer tube, 
spaced-from one another and surroundingly of 
said inner tube, and limitedly resilient blower 
nozzle elements connected at their inner ends 
with selected points along said inner tube, about 
which they are plurally coiled, the outer ends of 
said blower nozzle elements being extended 
through the wall of the outer tube to positions 
of cleansing ?uid-projection against adjacent 
surfaces, and the coiled portions thereof serv_ 
ing to resiliently yield under thermally induced 
relative movement of said inner and outer tubes 
without impairment of the relative rigidity of 
the joints constituted by the passage of the outer 
ends of said blower nozzles through the wall of 
the outer tube. 

9. In combination with a boiler superheater 
tube, a soot blowing construction incorporated 
therewith and comprising a tube extending lon 
gitudinally of and within the superheater tube, "' 
a plurality of nozzles projecting from the sur 
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4. 
face or the superheater tube, and means includ 
ing a bent tube connecting the inner tube and 
the nozzles but. yieldable under relative axial 
movement of the inner and outer tubes. 

10. In a boiler superheater tube construction, 
a tube for superheating steam, and a soot-blower 
incorporated therewith comprising an-inner tube 
extending longitudinally of and within-the ?rst, 
a plurality o! nozzles carried by the outer tube, 
and means including a curved tube connecting 
the inner, tube and the- nozzles, but yieldable in 
adireetion axially of the tubes. 

11, In a boiler superheater construction, an 
outer tube through which steam to be super 
heated may be passed, a plurality of tempera 
ture control tubes extending through and welded 
to the inner surface of the outer tube, a soot 
‘blower tube extending substantially axially 

through the assembly, jet tubes connected to 
the central tube and extending spirally about 
its surface and thence outwardly between the 
temperature control tubes and to an aperture in 
the outer tube. ' ' - v 

12. .In a boiler superheater construction, an 
outer tube through which steam to be super 
heated may be passed, a plurality of tempera 
turecontrol tubes extending through and welded 
to the inner surface of the outer tube, a soot 
blower tube extending substantially axially 
through the assembly, jet tubes connected to the 
central tube and extending spirally about its 
surface and thence outwardly between the tem 
perature control tubes and to an aperture in 
the outer tube, said jet tube having a portion 
welded to a temperature control tube. , 

' CHARLES S. TURNER. 
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